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Abstract—With the explosive growth of Internet 
information, how to obtain the required information from 
the vast amounts of text information is becoming an 
important issue today. Extraction of personal attribute has 
made considerable progress, including name, sex, place of 
birth, date of birth, related events, etc. But the extraction of 
personal education background information does not arouse 
researcher’s enough attention. The attribute of personal 
education background is very complex in text and involves 
all kinds of education structures such as primary school, 
middle school and university. We put forward a new method 
of extracting personal attributes from texts based on rules. 
Firstly, rules of personal education background are 
formulated after analyzing a lot of texts about people. 
Secondly, the related algorithm is designed to extract 
personal education background from unstructured texts 
based on rules. Finally, the experiment is implemented for 
100 documents about people. The results show that the 
average precision of extracting personal education 
background is 0.898, the average recall is 0.8959, and the 
average F-measure is 0.8968. 

Index Terms—personal attribute extraction, personal 
education background extraction, personal education 
background rules 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In a deluge of Internet information, the personal 

information also shows explosive growth, but data rich 
and poor information. Nowadays, the main source of 
getting information is still text type data, and how to 
extract useful information from mass of texts is gradually 
becoming the hot issue of concern. There are some 
researches on personal attribute extraction, such as 
literature [1] and [2]. But for these literatures, education 
background is just a part of personal attributes, and there 
is no specialized research on education background. 
Personal education background attribute is very complex, 
and it is not easy to extract accurate education background 
from texts. 

We formulate personal education background rules 
after collecting and analyzing a lot of character texts. The 
method proposed in this article can accurately realize 
personal education background attribute extraction. 

Personal attribute extraction is the base for biographies 
and people search engines, and it directly affects the 
biographies and people search engines to "specialized, 
refined, and deep" the direction of development.  

The research in this paper is the sub-direction of 
personal attribute extraction, which will provide 

paradigms and ideas for other attribute extraction of 
people. 

II. RELATED WORKS  
Automatic summary has a history of over fifty years 

since H.P. Luhn [3] initiated automatic summary in 1958. 
In 2001, Schiffman et al. [4] used corpus statistics along 
with linguistic knowledge to select and merge descriptions 
of people from a document collection such as sex, date of 
birth and education background. Because the model of 
personal information is relatively fixed, some researchers 
constructed people ontology to guide personal information 
extraction. In 2007, Han et al. [5] applied OWL ontology 
description language to construct event ontology including 
fixed information and variable information, and an event 
is composed of people, time, location and content. Zhou et 
al. [6] designed a biographical summarization system 
using sentence classification and ideas from information 
retrieval. First, the sentences are classified into 
biographical and non-biographical. Using the methods of 
machine learning to classify the sentences, the sentences 
describing people are reserved. The importance of 
sentences is measured by words’ ITF (inverse-term-
frequency). Filatova et al. [7] applied the notion of atomic 
event to extract people’s information, and generated 
biographical summarization according to people’s 
occupations. They believe that the biography should 
contain important events, and events posses close relations 
with occupations. The important events relating to people 
are measured using statistic method. 

The requirement of getting personal information is 
becoming increasingly important. Some search engines 
have been developed to provide people-oriented 
information service [8]. For example, Ask jeeves 
(http://www.ask.com) has expanded its Smart Search 
feature, adding "direct answers" with biographical 
information about famous people. ZoomInfo 
(http://www.zoominfo.com/people) is the most 
comprehensive source of business information on people. 
And Sogou (http://people.sogou.com) distinguishes the 
information of famous and non-famous people, for non-
famous people, just returning the information registered 
by users. 

Zhong et al. [9] present a method of identifying key 
people from a single document. After analyzing and 
quantifying three kinds of associative strengths between 
people and events, between people and between events, a 
people event map is constructed to represent a document, 
and the people’s importance can be computed using the 
PageRank algorithm based on people event map. 
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III. PERSONAL EDUCATION BACKGROUND ATTRIBUTE 
EXTRACTION USING RULES  

A. System Architecture  
The System architecture of personal education 

background attribute extraction using rules is shown in 
Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1.  System architecture 

The system architecture in Fig.1 mainly includes three 
parts: (1) collecting specialized personal corpus from Web 
such as chemist, mathematician and physicist, (2) 
constructing personal education background attribute 
rules, and (3) extracting personal education background 
attributes from texts. 

B. Formulating Personal Education Background 
Attributes Rules 

ICTCLAS, developed by the institute of computing 
technique of Chinese academy of sciences, is a Chinese 
lexical analysis system containing the functions of words 

segmenting, part-of-speech tagging, and unlisted words 
identifying. The technique of Chinese personal name 
recognition is based on role tagging. The accuracy of 
word segmenting reaches 97.58%, and F_value of person 
recognition achieves 95.4% [10]. 

Definition 1. Word segmenting unit means a word and 
its part-of-speech. For example, ‘Hu Jintao’ and ‘nr’ 
(name) is a word segment unit. 

There are two matching types for word segmenting unit. 
One is underlying word matching, and the other is part-of-
speech matching. For example, a word (birth)  
can not only match with (birth)  of segmenting 
word unit  v , but match with v . 

Word segmenting unit supports OR  relation. For 
example, .{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,}  
can match with .. n , ..  j  and ..  
n . 

The rules of personal education background attributes 
are classified into two types. 

(1) ‘Search’ with terminator and trigger 
Search ‘segmenting word unit 1’ forward from 

‘segmenting word unit 2’ ends with terminator; 
Search ‘segmenting word unit 1’ backward from 

‘segmenting word unit 2’ ends with terminator. 
(2) ‘Extract’ 
Extract ‘segmenting word unit 1’ between ‘segmenting 

word unit 2’ and ‘segmenting word unit 3’. 
After analyzing a lot of person corpus, the formulating 

personal education background rules are shown in Table
, Table and Table . 

TABLE I.   
PRIMARY SCHOOL’ RULES OF PERSONAL EDUCATION ATTRIBUTES 

No. Rules No. Rules 

1 
Extract 

 .{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}  Between 
   |  And | | |  

10 
Search 

@ns..|@nz..&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}& .{0,}  
Forward from  &  Ends with , , ,. 

2 
Extract 

   .{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}  Between &
And.{0,} 

11 
Search 

   @ns..|@nz..&.{0,} &.{0,}&.{0,}  Backward from 
| | | | Ends with  , , ,. 

3 
Extract 

   .{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}  Between 
   | And | | |  

12 
Search 

   @ns..|@nz..&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}  
Forward from &  Ends with , , ,. 

4 
Extract 

   .{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}  Between &  
And .{0,} 

13 
Search 

   @ns..|@nz..&.{0,}&.{0,}  Backward from |
| | | Ends with , , ,. 

5 
Extract 

.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,} Between   | And 
 | | |  

14 
Search 

    @ns..|@nz..&.{0,}&.{0,} Forward from 
    & Ends with    , , ,. 

6 
Extract 

   .{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,} Between & And.{0,} 15 
Search 

   @ns..|@nz..&.{0,} Backward from 
 | | | | Ends with    , , ,. 

7 
Extract 

 .{0,}&.{0,}  Between   | And | |
|  

16 
Search 

   @ns..|@nz..&.{0,} Forward from  
& Ends with , , ,. 

8 
Extract 

.{0,}&.{0,} Between   & And .{0,} 17 
Search 

   .{0,} Backward from | | | |   
Ends with , , ,. 

9 

Search 
   @ns..|@nz..&.{0,}&.{0,} &.{0,}&.{0,}  

 Backward from   | | | | Ends with 
   , , ,. 

18 
Search 

 .{0,} Forward from & Ends with 
    , , ,. 
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TABLE II.   
MIDDLE SCHOOL’ RULES OF PERSONAL EDUCATION ATTRIBUTES 

No. Rules No. Rules 

1 
Extract 

 .{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,}
Between   | And | | | |  

10 

Search 
 @ns..|@nz..&.{0,} &.{0,}& .{0,}&.{0,}
|.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,} Forward from 

& Ends with , , ,. 

2 
Extract 

 .{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,}
Between & And  .{0,} 

11 

Search 
 @ns..|@nz..&.{0,} &.{0,}&.{0,} |.{0,}

|.{0,} |.{0,} Backward from |
| | | |  ends with , , ,. 

3 
Extract 

   .{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,}  
Between   | And | | | |  

12 
Search 

 @ns..|@nz..&.{0,} &.{0,}&.{0,} |.{0,}
 Forward from & Ends with , , ,. 

4 
Extract 

 .{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,}   
Between & And  .{0,} 

13 

Search 
 @ns..|@nz..&. {0,}&.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,}

|.{0,} Backward from | |
| | |  Ends with , , ,. 

5 
Extract 

 .{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,}  
Between   | And | | | |  

14 

Search 
 @ns..|@nz..&.{0,}& .{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,}

|.{0,} Forward from & Ends 
with , , ,. 

6 
Extract 

 .{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,}   
Between & And  .{0,} 

15 
Search @ns..|@nz..&.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,}

|.{0,} Backward from | |
| | |  ends with , , ,. 

7 
Extract 

   .{0,}&.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,}  Between 
   | And    | | | |  

16 
Search @ns..|@nz..&.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,}

|.{0,} Forward from &  
Ends with , , ,. 

8 
Extract 

 .{0,}&.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,}   
Between   & And  .{0,} 

17 
Search .{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,}

 Backward from | | | | |
 Ends with , , ,. 

9 

Search 
 @ns..|@nz..&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,}

Backward from | | | | |   
Ends with , , ,. 

18 
Search 

 .{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,} |.{0,}  
Forward from & Ends with , , ,. 

TABLE III.   
‘UNIVERSITY’ RULES OF PERSONAL EDUCATION ATTRIBUTES 

No. Rules No. Rules 

1 
Extract    .{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,} |.{0,}  

Between | And | | |  10 
Search    @ns..|@nz.. &.{0,} &.{0,} &.{0,}&.{0,} 
|.{0,} Forward from  & Ends with , , ,. 

2 
Extract    .{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,} |.{0,}  

Between & And.{0,} 11 
Search  @ns..|@nz..&.{0,} &.{0,}&.{0,} |.{0,}   

Backward from | | | |   
Ends with , , ,. 

3 
Extract  .{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,} |.{0,}  Between 

| And | | |  
12 

Search    @ns..|@nz..&.{0,} &.{0,}&.{0,} |.{0,}
 Forward from & Ends with , , ,. 

4 
Extract    .{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,} |.{0,}  

Between & And.{0,} 13 

Search 
   @ns..|@nz..&.{0,} &.{0,} |.{0,}  Backward 

from | | | |  
Ends with , , ,. 

5 
Extract    .{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,} |.{0,} Between |

And | | |  
14 

Search    @ns..|@nz..&.{0,} &.{0,} |.{0,}  
Forward from & Ends with , , ,. 

6 
Extract  .{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,} |.{0,}   

Between & And.{0,} 15 
Search    @ns..|@nz..&.{0,} |.{0,}   

Backward from | | | |  
Ends with , , ,. 

7 
Extract  .{0,}&.{0,} |.{0,}  

Between | And | | |  16 
Search    @ns..|@nz..&.{0,} |.{0,}  
Forward from & Ends with , , ,. 

8 Extract  .{0,}&.{0,} |.{0,} Between &   
And.{0,} 17 

Search    .{0,} |.{0,}   
Backward from | | | |   

Ends with , , ,. 

9 
Search  @ns..|@nz..&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,}&.{0,} |.{0,}

 Backward from | | | |  Ends with  
, , ,. 

18 
Search  .{0,} |.{0,}   

Forward from &   
Ends with , , ,. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION  

A. Experimental Corpus  
The experimental data are three kinds of people: 

scientist, physical star and politician. We select famous 

people for each kind of people and collect 100 documents 
manually in total. Accordingly, these data and reference 
answers are creditable. The detailed corpus is shown in 
Table . 

TABLE IV.   
SELECTED CORPUS 

Personal corpus types Number of corpus Answer number of 
primary school 

Answer number of 
middle  school 

Answer number of 
university 

scientist 40 0 9 47 
physical star 30 2 15 21 

politician 30 4 10 19 
Total 100 6 34 87 

 

B. Evaluating Indexes 
We use F_value to evaluate experimental results, and 

the method of computing F_value is shown in Equation 
(1): 

      
RP
RPF
+
!!

=
2                                    (1) 

V
UP =                                               (2) 

V
UP =                                              (3) 

In Equation (2) and (3), U is the number of extracted 
correct education background attributes, V is extracted 
education background attributes, and W is the sum of 
personal education background attributes of standard 
answers. 

C. Experimental Results  
Using the method proposed in this paper for 100 texts, 

the obtained results are shown in Table .  

TABLE V.   
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF EXTRACTING PERSONAL EDUCATION BACKGROUND 

Degree Stages Number of correct 
answers 

Number of extracted 
answers 

Number of extracted correct 
answers P R F_value 

Primary School 6 6 5 0.8333 0.8333 0.8333 
Middle School 34 33 31 0.9394 0.9118 0.9254 

University 87 89 82 0.9213 0.9425 0.9318 
Average P, R and F_value 0.8980 0.8959 0.8968 

 
From Table , the performance of extracted education 

background is ideal for three stages: ‘primary school’, 
‘middle school’ and ‘university’, and the average P, R and 
F_value are 0.8980, 0.8959, and 0.8968 respectively. 
From the experiment, the ‘primary school’ attribute is 
obviously less than that of ‘middle school’ and 
‘university’, and ‘university’ attribute is the majority. 

V. CONCLUSIONS  
We propose a new method of extracting personal 

education background attribute using rules. The concept 
of word segmenting unit is defined in order to simplify the 
algorithm process. Word segmenting unit is a fine 
operation for each word. The research result in this paper 
is just a sub-area of personal attribute extraction. The 
future word includes: multi-personal attribute extraction 
from a document, integrating personal attributes from 
multi-documents, and other attributes such as marriage, 
hobby, contact method and related events. 
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